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2-bounded sets in probabilistic

normed spaces and in their products

B. LAFUERZA-GUILLÉN

RI¡.ssurqro: Si, assegna 'una cond'izi,one suffic'iente (ma non necessaria) affinché
una famiglta dz sottoinszemi D-Lim,itati dz uno spazi,o probabi,listi,co normato abbta la
strutturo, di, spazio lineare con operazioni di addi,zione e d,i, moltiplzcazione opportune.
Sí introduce poi la nozione nuoua dr, r-prodotto e si, da una condtzi,one sufficiente per
Io, D -Iim,ttatezza d,el r -prodotto.

AesrRacr: The paper is diui,ded ir¿to three sect'ions, Secti,on 7 bei,ng the zntroduc-
tion. In Section 2, a sufficient, but not necessarlj, condztzon i,s gi,uen for the fami,lg of
D-bounded subsets in a Probabi,Ii,stic Normed space (briefly, PN space) to be a I'inear
space when it zs endoued with suttablg defined operatzons of additi,on and, mult'íphca-
ti,on by a scalar. FrnalLy, zn Sectton 3, r-products of PN spaces are zntroduced and a

suffici.ent condi,ti,on i,s gtuen for D-boundedr¿ess i,n r-produ,cts.

1- Introduction

The new concept of boundedness in PN spaces is motivated by the
hope of extending the applications to Statistics that motivated Serstnev
in his original introduction of PI\ spaces. It may also turn out to be
reievant to the study of "physical quantities", whenever one or more of

Kny \\¡oRos ¡.No PHR¡.SoS: Probabilistic normed spaces Tri,angle functzons Prob-
abzli,stzc norms D-bouncledness and, r-prorluct.
4.1\,I.S. Cr,lssrprcerroN: 54tr70
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them are not defined sharply. pN spaces may provide us with a set of
tools suitable to study the geometry of mrclear physics, for instance.

By 2-bounded we shall mean "clistributionally bouncled,, in the sense
or i|.

DpprurrroN 1. A probabilistic Normed space, briefly a pr,I space,
is a quadruple (l/, u,T,r*) in which Z is a linear space, z and T* are
continuous triangle functions with r { r* and u, the probabilistic norm.
is a map u : V --+ A+ such that

(N1) zo:60 if, and only if, p:0,9 beingthe null vector in V;
(N2) u-r: r, for every p eV;
(N3) zoan ) r(up,un) for all p,q e V;
(N4) zo {r*(uop,u(r-dp) for every a € 10,1] ancl for every p €V.

If, instead of (N1), we only have us: es, then we shall speak of a
Probabi,li..stic Pseudo Normed space, briefly a ppN space. If the inequality
(N ) is replaced by the equality uo: rx,¡(uop,u(t,o)p), then the pN space
is catled a ser,stneu space and., as a consequence) a conclition stronqer
than (N2) holds, namely

V 
^+0Yp 

eV

Here 7 is the identity map on IR, i.e. j(r) :: r (r € R)
we recall that a set -4 in a PN space (v,u,r,r*) is said tobe bound,ed

if its probabilistic radius E¿ belongs to D+, where

, _ | I- inf{ur(r) : p e A}, if r e[0,+ool;
,.,4-)

[f if r:*oo.

DopturrroN 2.By setting F < G whenever F(") < G(r) for every
r € IR+ and f,, G e A+, one introcluces a natural ordering in A+.

DB.rNrrroN 3. Let 7,r2be two triangle functions. Then 1 domi-
nates 12, and we write 1 )) 12,if for all Fr,Fz,Gr,G, € A+, one has

11 (r2(F1, G 1), r2(F2, G r)) Z r2(r1 ( F1, Fr), r,. (G r, G r)) .

ti¡,^o: ro\ñ)
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Notice that since rr is associative one has 1 ) 11, so that "dominates"
is reflexive but its transitivity is still an open question.

2 - The structure of the set of all D-bounded subsets in a PN
space

If A is a bounded set then ay' need not be bounded set, but this will
hold under suitable conditions, as is shown in the next theorem.

TupoRptt 1. Let (V,u,T,T*) and A be a PN space and a nonempty
D-bounded subset respecti,uely. The set aA t: {*p I p € A} i,s also

D-bounded for euery fired a € El i,f D+ i,s a closed set under r, 'i.e.

r(D+ xD+) cD+.

Pnoor'. Because of (N2), it suffices to consider the case a > 0. If
either a:0 or a:1, then aAis D-bounded. If a € (0,1), then, for
every p € ,4 one has (see [5])

uop 2 up.

Since zo ) R¡, it follows that

uop 2 R,q '

If a ) \,1et k: fa] * 1. We know that (see [2]) that

uop 2 unp.

Now, let us denote by G. the function rk-I(R¡,...,i?a); one iras by
induction

ukp(r):>r(u¡*'t¡n,,,)(*)>r(r(u1n_4p,Up),",)(,)>.,.>
> rk 7(rr,...,rr)(") >- rk-t (Ro,..., Ro)(r)

and hence uop2 G.. Finally, one can say that

Roa>. Go

for every p e A and for every flxed real scalar a, and since Go belongs to
D+, then aAis D-bounded. I
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Exauplp 1. In particular, if A is a D-bounded set in the Menger PN
space (I/, u,r7,T7*)1then the set a,4 is D-bounded for every previously
fixed a € IR.

Ex¿upl-B 2. Let us recall that among the triangle functions one has
the function defined via

r(r, G)(r) :: T(F(r),G(r)) ,

for all F, G in A+ and for all left-continuous t-norm 7.

Now, if (V,u,r,r*) is a PN space with ¡ : T, then one has also the
same result because of

T(D* x D+) c D+ .

Analogously, in the following theorem one shows the condition under
which the sum of two bounded sets can also be bounded.

TunoRptr,t 2. Let (V,u,r,T*) and A, B be a PN space and two
nonempty D-bounded subsets of V respecti,uely. Then the set gi,uen by

A+8,:{plqip€A,qeB}

i,s D-bounded i,f D+ ts a closed set under r.

Pnoor'. By (N3) one has, for all p € A, q € B,

I/p¡, / r(uo,u) / r(uo, RB) > r(R¡, R6)

and hence

Ra+u ) r(Ra, RB) ,

and the assertion foilows from the fact that D+ is closed under r. I
Under the same conditions for the sets A, B, if (V,u,T7,r7*) is

Menger PN space for some t-norm 7, and its t-conorm 7*, then the
setA-|BisinD+.

We denote the set of all D-bounded sets in a PN space (V,u,r7,r7*)
by Pp+(V).

TspoRptt 3. Let (V,u,r,rr) be a PN spl.ce. The tri,ple @p+(V),-1,.)
'is a real li,near space i,f r(D+ x D+) a D+ .
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PRoo¡'. It suffices to apply the previous two theorems. I
The following results will be needed later in Theorem 6. In both of

them it is not assumed that z(e",e¿) is in D+;in fact and in general it is
not in D+.

Tsponpu 4. The quadruple (V,u,r,M) whereV i,s a normed,li,near
space, M the marimal tri,angle funct'íon, and u, the probabi,l'ist'ic norm, 'is

arnap u:V ---+ L+ suchthatus:€0, up::€elh\ ¿f pl0, (a)0), and

r(e",e¿) 4 €.+d, (" > 0,d > 0) is a PN space that is nei,ther a topologzcal
uector space (bri,efl"y, TVS) nor a Serstneu space.

Pnoor'. (N1) and (l\2) are obvious.

(N3)
up+q:€a+llp_+qll ) e"+loLl+lnl )

) €o+lpll -o+lqll > r(e "+lol r€oillql):r(uo,uq).
--- | 

-a*

(N4) For every 0 €]0,11,

Min(e ,+grpr (r), e "+('-)rol (")) >
> €s+¿r Q) : up(¡) .

Besides, the PN space in this theorem is not a TVS because, if a, is a
sequence in IR, with lim,-a- en:0, then one has

nllY*'^": 'IT- 
€o+onllPll : et # eo '

Furthermore,

Tu(uop,u(t .4p) : r¡14(e "+l-lllpll, €o+(r-o)llpl ) :

: e?s+!X 
= 

r*y J ,r.

Now, for every ,r ) 0 such that r e]r + $, 2 + ryl one has

r u (u op, u ¡ - q.p) (r) < ro@)

so that the space considered is not a Serstnev space.
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Tsponpl,r 5. Let r be a tri,angle functi,on such that r(e.,e¿) I e.+d,

(" > 0,d > 0) . The quadru4tle (V,u,r,M) where V i,s a normed l'inear
spúce) M the mar'ímal tri,angle funct'ion, and u, the probabi,l'ist'ic norm, 'is

a rnap u '. V - L+ defi,ned by

uo:: €ffi

for euery p e V and for a fired a,) 0, with uo(lrx.t) : 1, 'is a PN space,
.xa 1 VS but not a berstneu spocP.

PRoo¡'. (N1) and (N2) are obvious.

(N3) For everyp, qe V since the function ré ft;, r ) 0 is nondecreas-

ing, then one has

up+q:€ lp+ql 2e lol+nl )
a+ p+q I "+lp1+lql

} z(e ipl ,€ Iql ) ) r(e llplr ,e lnl ) : r(u,ur).
o+tplTilqll ;¡lt]T|a ;TltlT a+niÍ /

(N4) If a el0,1l, then

Min(e .lpl (r),e (r-.llpl (")) >
aio ipl af(r-o)llpl

) e ol (*) : rr(r) .

o+ lp I

Now, if {),} c IR- is such that lim,*a-(),) : 0, then

,liTL u^np: "li5'.'ll+ 
: 

'o

and hence the PN space of this theorem is a TVS.
Furthermore, for all p e V and for all ) e]0,1[,

rru(usp, u1-x1)(r) :
: sup{e, .rlpl ,(, - r) A 6/ (1 r)tpt .,(z) : u > 0}.- \;+ñl't/ \;+];T(TTllt;ilJ/

Let us assume z > ##ffi; since ru(€o,e6) : eoa¿, then

ru\uxp,u(r x)p) : €;S*llrf|ffiffi .
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Now, one has

If

r¡rr(usp,u¡1 ¡1o)'1 ur.

_.f llpli ailpll +2)(1 -^rllpl ' I'=Jolkil ffit
then zo(r) : 1 ) rrt(usp,u (7 - ))p)(") so that (.V,u,r,M) is not a
Serstnev space. ¡

The following example shows that it is not necessary for D+ to be
closed under z for the set (Pp(V), *, .) to be a linear space.

-Exnn¡pLE 3. Lct (t/. u.r.r' ) be the sanre PN space as in Theorem 4

(or 5). Then the following statements hold:

(1) The bounded subsets in V with regard to the classical norm of I/
coincide with the certainly bounded subsets in V for the probabilistic
norm) /;

(2) in both cases --Theorems 4 and 5 (PD(V), +,.) is a linear space.

Ex,quplp 4. If we take the probabilistic norrn as in Theorem 5 and
assume l/ - IR and that A is a nonempty classically bounded set in IR
such that llpll < s, this is, A is bounded with respect to the classical norm,
then R¿:6("+) €D*, and hence.,4 is D-bounded for the probabilistic
norm. Now. if Á - IR one has

Rn:1-inl{.. rpt ,}:0, €D-,- \;Jltrll ,-

and consequently, IR is D-bounded.
In a similar way, the sets in IR given by [0, +oo], {2n: n e Z} or any

flnite intervai are D-bounded.
We must say, however, that depending on the probabilistic norm) we

can have IR as a D-unbounded set. Taking the probabilistic norm as in
Theorem 4. one has

fin - I inf{e,o+ p ,} : €+- #D* ,\-----t-

from what it follows that IR is not D-bounded.
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Tnponou 6. Let (V,u,r,r*) be a PN space. Then, the tri,ple

(PD(V),r,o)

'is a net if D+ i,s closed under r.

Pnoop. It suffices to consider that /?¿¡6 ) r(R¿,fi6) (see [6],
p. 1BB). Hence, Eau¡ is inD+.If moreover, we recall that Rans> Ra
(or R¿¡6 ) Rr), one has that A I B is a bounded set, and the proof is

ended. !

Lpvvt 1. The fi,ni,te 'intersect'ion of subsets of V i,s D-bounded i,f,
and only i,f , at least one 'is D-bounded.

Lptuttn 2. For all equi.lateral PN space (V,F,M), wi,th. F € L+ the

followi,ng equali,ty holds

card(Pp(V) ) : card(p(V)) .

Lputtr,ta 3. Let (V,u,T,r*) be a general PN space. Then the inequal-
xta

card(Pp(V) ) < card(2(V))

" hold,s.

3 - The r-product of two PN space and 2-boundedness defined
in finite r-products

DprlutrtoN 4. Let (V,ur,r,r*) a:nd (Vr,rr,r,r*) be two PN spaces

under the same triangle functions r and r*. Let z1 be a triangle function.
The 1-product of the two PN spaces is the quadruple

M x V2,u1T1u2,T,T*)

u'here
UlTl/2:VrxVz------+L+
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is a probabilistic seminorm given by

(u¡1u2) (p, q) :: v(u1(p), "r(q))

for all (p, q) e V x Vz.

Tnponplt 7. Let (V1,L,1,T,T*), (Vr,ur,r,r*) and 7 be two PN
spz,ces under the same trzangle funct'íons and a tri,angle functi,on respec-

ti,uely. Assume that r* ) 11 and 11 )) r, then the r1-product (V1 x
V2,u7T1u2) i,s a PN space und,er r and r*.

Pnoo¡'. We are going to check whether the above probabilistic semi-
norms satisfy the four axioms of a PN space.

(N1) Let á and 0' the null vectors of V1 and 72, respectively; then

(u¡1u2) (0, 0' ) : rt(rt(0), u2(0' )) : rt(€o,eo) : eo,

and (p,q) + (0,0') <+ p + 0 or q + 0' + (a(p),rr(q)) # (ro,eo) e
(u¡1u2)(p,q) * eo.

(N2) is obvious,

(""')((n' o,'r),rY;or)1,;,t'ií;'r':* 
'' 'q * q') :

(N3) > v(r(a(p),r'(p')),r(u2(q),ur(q'))) 2

'::',i:',?,Y,1,,'|,",),!,";,Y,)',";l:,'':
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CoRol,LaRv 1. TheT-product (fixV2,u1Tu2) of the tuo PI{ spaces

(V,ut,rr,M) and (V2,u2¡Tr¡M) zs a' Pl{ space under r7 anrl}.4.

Pnoo¡'. It is easy from the previous Theorem and Lemma 1,2.7.4

in [12]. I
We wonder whether the q-product of two PN spaces characterized

in Theorem 1 coincides with the ri-product of corresponding PN{ spaces.

The following theorem gives an answer in the affirmative to this question.

CoRolraRv 2. Let (V1,F, M) and (.Vz,G, M) be two equi,lateral PN
spaces with d.d.f.'s F and G respectiuely. Then, their M-product is an

equi,Iateral PIV space with a d.d.f. giuen by M(f, G). In parti,cular, i,f
F : G , the M-product i,s an equi,lateral PIV space with the same d.d.f . F .

Pnoor'. It suffice to notice that

(u1Mu2) (p, q) : M(ur(p), rr(q)) : M(F, G)(p, q) .

THpoaBl,t B. Let (fi xV2,u1T1u2,r,T*) be the r1-product of the PN
spaces (V,ur,r,r*) and (.Vz,uz,T,T*), wltere r* ) 11 and 11 ) r. Let
Po(I{xV2) denote the set of allD-bounded subsets inVlxV2. Then the

Jollowi,ng statements hold:

(") lf A and B are D-bound,ed, subsets i.n the PN spaces (V,ur,r,r*)
and (Vz,u2,r,r*) respecti,uely, then thei,r carteszan product A x B i,s

a D-bounded subset of the r1-product (W x V, u1T{/2,r,7*) i
(a) The triple Po(V xVz, l, .) is a real li,near space i.f D+ i,s closed under

botlt, r and, 11.

PRoo¡'. Let 41,,42 and Bt, B, be 2-bounded subsets in V1 and V2

respectively. It follows from the monotonicity of 1 that

ínf{(u¡1u2)(p,q) : (p,q) € A1x Bt} :
: inf{rr (rt(p),ut(q)) : (p,q) € A1 x Bt} : rt(Re,, R",) .

Therefore R.qtrnt : rt(R\, i?s, ) € D* , and by theorem 1 we know that
a(A1x 81) is D-bounded for all fixed a e IR.
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Analogously, r(R.s, Rar) and r(Ii6, , Rur) are in D+. Now,

(u:vu2)((pv, qt) I (pr, qr)) : (u¡p2)(pt -t pz, h I q2) :
: hlurlh + p2),uz(qt + qr)) > v(r(Ra,, Ro,),r(Rs, Rt,))

is in D+ for every (h,qt),(pz,qz) in A1 x Br, Ar, x 82 respectively.
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